FTTH 4 Terminal Box
38020001
FTTH (Fiber to the Home) Terminal Box for 4 Simplex
SC/APC Couplers and Pigtails. The removable front
panel supports up to 4 port SC simplex or 4 LC duplex
with SC footprint. This termination box features a
integrated 12 splice sleeve holder and cable
management wire guides inside the enclosure.
Constructed from metal and finished in a resistant light
grey coating, this box helps protect your fiber
connections from harsh outdoor environments. In
addition, the enclosure also features a single door with
locking mechanism for security. This fiber box is
commonly used for residential, apartment, business
buildings, etc.

RTX Rack & Enclosures, S.L. reserves the right to change the information included in this catalogue without prior notice.

Applications:
- FTTH Access Networks
- Telecommunication Networks
- CATV Networks
- Data Communications Networks
- Local Area Networks
Description:
- Cable management tray designed to securely and safely
hold your fiber strands.
- Low profile wall mounted Fiber to the Home (FTTH)
design.
- Integrated mounting holes for securing to any flat surface.
- (SC simplex or LC duplex couplers not included).
Basic unit includes:
1 x Fiber termination box
1 x Fiber sleeve holder
4 x Fiber protection sleeves
8 x Small screws for fiber adapter
5 x Zip ties
1 x Cable Gland
3 x Mounting screws
3 x Mounting tabs
RoHS

Finishes: RAL 7035 gray epoxy paint.
Delivery: individually in cardboard box.

REF.

38020001

PESO NETO gr.
NET WEIGHT gr

321

PESO BRUTO gr
GROSS WEIGHT gr

372

2002/95/EC Compliant

DIM. EMBALAJE
PACKAGING DIM.

140 x 150 x 50

4 Terminal Box with SC Couplers mounted (OPTIONAL).
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FTTH 8 Terminal Box
38020002
FTTH (Fiber to the Home) Terminal Box for 8 Simplex
SC/APC Couplers and Pigtails. The removable front
panel supports up to 8 port SC simplex or 8 LC duplex
with SC footprint. This termination box features a
integrated 12 splice sleeve holder and cable
management wire guides inside the enclosure.
Constructed from metal and finished in a resistant light
grey coating, this box helps protect your fiber
connections from harsh outdoor environments. In
addition, the enclosure also features a single door with
locking mechanism for security. This fiber box is
commonly used for residential, apartment, business
buildings, etc.

RTX Rack & Enclosures, S.L. reserves the right to change the information included in this catalogue without prior notice.

Applications:
- FTTH Access Networks
- Telecommunication Networks
- CATV Networks
- Data Communications Networks
- Local Area Networks
Description:
- Cable management tray designed to securely and safely
hold your fiber strands.
- Low profile wall mounted Fiber to the Home (FTTH)
design.
- Integrated mounting holes for securing to any flat surface.
- (SC simplex or LC duplex couplers not included).
Basic unit includes:
1 x Fiber termination box
1 x Fiber sleeve holder
8 x Fiber protection sleeves
16 x Small screws for fiber adapter
5 x Zip ties
1 x Cable Gland
3 x Mounting screws
3 x Mounting tabs
RoHS

Finishes: RAL 7035 gray epoxy paint.
Delivery: individually in cardboard box.

REF.

38020002

PESO NETO gr.
NET WEIGHT gr

321

PESO BRUTO gr
GROSS WEIGHT gr

372

2002/95/EC Compliant

DIM. EMBALAJE
PACKAGING DIM.

140 x 150 x 50

8 Terminal Box with SC Couplers mounted (OPTIONAL).
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FTTH 16 Terminal Box
38020003
FTTH (Fiber to the Home) Terminal Box for 16 Simplex
SC/APC Couplers and Pigtails. The removable front
panel supports up to 16 port SC simplex or 16 LC
duplex with SC footprint. This termination box features
a integrated 24 splice sleeve holder and cable
management wire guides inside the enclosure.
Constructed from metal and finished in a resistant light
grey coating, this box helps protect your fiber
connections from harsh outdoor environments. In
addition, the enclosure also features a single door with
locking mechanism for security. This fiber box is
commonly used for residential, apartment, business
buildings, etc.

RTX Rack & Enclosures, S.L. reserves the right to change the information included in this catalogue without prior notice.

Applications:
- FTTH Access Networks
- Telecommunication Networks
- CATV Networks
- Data Communications Networks
- Local Area Networks
Description:
- Cable management tray designed to securely and safely
hold your fiber strands.
- Low profile wall mounted Fiber to the Home (FTTH)
design.
- Integrated mounting holes for securing to any flat surface.
- (SC simplex or LC duplex couplers not included).
Basic unit includes:
1 x Fiber termination box
1 x Fiber sleeve holder
16 x Fiber protection sleeves
32 x Small screws for fiber adapter
5 x Zip ties
1 x Cable Gland
3 x Mounting screws
3 x Mounting tabs
RoHS

Finishes: RAL 7035 gray epoxy paint.
Delivery: individually in cardboard box.

REF.

38020003

PESO NETO gr.
NET WEIGHT gr

1042

PESO BRUTO gr
GROSS WEIGHT gr

1165

2002/95/EC Compliant

DIM. EMBALAJE
PACKAGING DIM.

230 x 250 x 70

16 Terminal Box with SC Couplers mounted (OPTIONAL).
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